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SUBMISSION FROM THE HIGHLAND COUNCIL 
 
Highland Council welcomes the publication of the draft Report on Proposals and Policies (RPP) as a promising 
start to work on the achievement of the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 targets and outcomes. The current 
draft RPP will provide the opportunity to clarify where further challenges and barriers exist and in doing so 
engage and build confidence on the ability of Scotland to achieve the ambitious emissions targets set.   
 
The next RPP will be laid before Parliament late next year or early 2012. This could enable greater opportunities 
for detailed commitment to the policy agenda required on the basis of a longer-term financial settlement and 
provide a period of reflection to all stakeholders on the proposals.   
 
A general issue within the first draft RPP is the need to be consistently clear throughout the document about the 
specific difference between a policy and a proposal. The current presentation in certain policy areas lacks clarity. 
Where existing policies or plans have been cited it would be useful to have a link to where they are available 
embedded within the document. 
 
Another issue surrounds the difficulty in matching the enclosed costs, which cover a period up to 2022, with the 
Scottish Governments one year budget up to the end of 2012 together with the commitments outlined in the 
Climate Change (Scotland) Act. During consultation on the Act, Highland Council supported early action to 
reduce emissions to enable emissions reductions targets to be met.  Many measures that support emissions 
reductions as outlined in the RPP (for example movement of freight from road to rail transport) are seeing 
significant cuts in the spending plan for the period 2011-12. This negates the good work that has been achieved 
from investment to date; stalls or possibly halts progress; and results in delays in meeting emissions reductions 
targets. Programmes for emissions reductions must be sustained. Stopping and starting projects in line with 
financial circumstances is counterproductive because emissions savings ultimately lead to greater financial 
savings in the long term. 
 
Further comments have been framed around the consultation questions provided and are presented by chapter 
below: 
 
ENERGY SUPPLY 
 
Are there any proposals or policies that are not included which should be? 
Sustainable Procurement: no references are made to sustainable procurement within this section nor the strategy 
in general. Given the nature and subject matter of the document the strategy could benefit from discussion and 
inclusion of issues around sustainable procurement and the contribution it can make towards climate change 
targets. Over the last decade The Highland Council has made significant headway in sustainable procurement, 
notably enabling local producers and suppliers to supply local food for school meals, and including emissions 
savings within the ICT contract.  
 
Does the draft report include proposals or policies that you would like to see removed or changed? 
The policies need to be more inclusive towards rural and off-gas areas, there is reference to the difficult to treat 
properties, however there needs to be better support measures for these dwellings and better, more available 
information on what can be done to improve the insulation and efficiency 
 
Separate measures need to be developed for the private rented sector. 
 
It is not clear how the “green deal” will be rolled out and how this can be accessible to those in fuel poverty. 
 
What are the barriers to delivery of the plans and proposals in the report and does the report give 
enough clarity as to how these will be overcome? 
The detail of some of the policy is still to be clarified so it is difficult to comment fully at this stage. However it is 
clear that for Highland there are particular needs in the off-gas and rural situations that need specific measures at 
a typically higher cost, this represents a significant barrier in adopting measures and improving buildings. Ideally 
targeted support and funding is needed 
 
Does the RPP instil confidence that Scotland can hit its ambitious emissions reduction targets? 
There is much in the document that will help towards the targets but there remains a need to bring these to local 
communities and area specific plans that can be fully supported in the funding initiatives. 
 
It is clear that the renewable support mechanisms are generous, but there remains a barrier to access capital 
funding for the technology. 
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What are your views on the costings element of the draft report? 
None 
 
TRANSPORT 
 
Are there any proposals or policies that are not included which should be? 
There appears to be no mention of emissions from aviation or shipping within the RPP document nor any policy 
proposals against such emissions. It would be helpful if the document acknowledged such emissions and 
provided justification for the reasons for them not being included. 
 
There was a very good programme of funding provided through safe routes to schools in the past but this was 
subsequently dropped. The success of the scheme could be built on again in the future. Highland Council is 
pleased to see funding of £1.2 billion being allocated to walking and cycling but it is not clear from the body of the 
document how this is to be spent. Many Local Authorities have developed Active Travel Master Plans that are 
awaiting funding to allow implementation. Such funding, through Sustrans could, assist Scotland in meeting these 
targets. 
 
There is nothing within the proposals surrounding the provision of bike storage on buses and trains enabling 
commuters of longer distances to travel more sustainably.  
£180 million has been allocated towards moving freight from the road to rail or sea up to 2020. However, 
Highland Council understands that in the draft Scottish budget for 2011-2012, it was announced that the support 
for the Freight Industry budget will reduce from £10.3m in 2010-11 to £2.9m in 2011-12.  As a result of this 
reduction the Freight Facilities Grant scheme operated by the Scottish Government will be closed with immediate 
effect to applications for projects which will incur expenditure after 31 March 2011. 
 
Freight Facilities Grant has been used to fund a number of Highland schemes including the Tesco rail operation 
to Inverness taking 20 lorries per day each way off the A9, oil to Fort William and Lairg, and the current 
Caledonian Canal timber trial.  The planned cut runs counter to the carbon-saving potential of mode shift.  It is 
vital that the Government continues to support rail freight to the Highlands in its bid to reduce emissions and to 
enable Scotland’s rail assets to be used to their full potential. 
 
If internal rail issues are to be addressed elsewhere by the Scottish Government then this should explicitly be 
explained within the document and readers signposted to the actions. Alternatively the actions should be 
incorporated within the document much in the same way as the Zero Waste Plan has been. 
 
There needs to be greater emphasis on how modern technologies can be used by businesses to reduce the need 
to travel and funding allocated to this in the costings.  
 
Does the draft report include proposals or policies that you would like to see removed or changed? 
Intelligent Transport Systems should be removed from the policies and proposals as reducing congestion and 
opening up roads will only further promote the use of the car. The main benefits of such a scheme are not related 
to carbon savings.  
 
There is no mention of what the plans for taxis will be under the section “Widening Travel Choice” and it is 
unclear as to what role taxis would play in reducing emissions or how? 
 
An earlier draft of the report included proposals for the charging of parking spaces up to £300 per space per year, 
for businesses with car parks. Highland Council welcome the fact that this has been removed because such a 
scheme would have impacted on rural areas where alternative transport options are not available and car users 
already pay inflated fuel prices. 
 
Paragraph 6.16 requires large scale partnerships between motoring organisations, LA’s and commercial partners 
to deliver face to face eco-driving training. In addition to the staff resources and costs involved there is no 
evidence presented that such face to face training will save emissions and by how much? Rural areas in 
particular would be extremely costly and involve a lot of travel. Consideration of e-learning should be used 
instead. 
 
Paragraph 6.38 states that populations of less than 10 000 people will be focused upon for developing 
Community Hubs. There are many hundreds of settlements with a population of under 10 000 in the Highlands. 
Could the document provide more clarity on the minimum size of community to be focused upon. This action, 
although welcomed, appears to be replacing services that were until recently in existence in communities but 
have since taken away through spending cuts, indicating a need for joined up working within Government 
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departments. In rural areas many barriers will need to be overcome to enable this to happen. For example 
improved broadband connections if customers are to be encouraged to shop online and fair delivery charges in 
line with the rest of the UK. Currently certain post code areas are paying penalties to have goods delivered even 
in Inverness, the fastest growing city in Britain.   
 
What are the barriers to delivery of the plans and proposals in the report and does the report give 
enough clarity as to how these will be overcome? 
Painting of cycle routes would not be appropriate in rural areas with narrow roads and, in addition to re-allocating 
roads to cycle lanes, there also needs to be an added push to creating purpose-built cycle routes. 
 
Many individual sites also have active Green Travel Plans in place but without staff time and resources the 
actions highlighted are difficult to implement. Consideration is needed within the document as to how Green 
Travel Plans will be put to use once created to avoid them become unimplemented documents. 
  
A smaller tax base should not be used as a barrier to implementing cycling initiatives such as in Sweden and 
Germany. It is more a case of how funding is prioritised and the large sums allocated to active travel in the 
costing demonstrates that it should be possible.  
 
In rural parts of Highland there are communities that cannot access high-speed broad band and such services 
need to be improved to remove the need to travel. 
 
Does the RPP instil confidence that Scotland can hit its ambitious emissions reduction targets? 
There are many good proposals within this section and some contradictory ones such as the example given of 
Intelligent Transport Systems making the motorway more desirable for drivers. More work is needed to address 
some of the gaps; particularly regarding rural Scotland and this should hopefully be built upon in subsequent 
reporting of proposals 
 
What are your views on the costings element of the draft report? 
There is no cost shown for the Edinburgh to Glasgow rail improvements stated in the text, nor for the high-speed 
link to London. Are these costs addressed elsewhere or nationally? Also, such investments imply that all in 
Scotland move only between the two major cities and London? 
 
There seems to be double counting in the pricing structure between low carbon vehicles and buses and taxis. 
Further breakdown and clarity is required. 
 
There is no funding allocated for the improvement in technologies to reduce the need to travel such as video and 
teleconferencing facilities.  
 
WASTE 
 
Are there any proposals or policies that are not included which should be? 
There is a lack of clarity in fully considering this section of the draft RPP. The Zero Waste Plan consultation is 
due for publication soon and will receive a lot of responses due to the expectations of landfill bans of various 
materials and the requirement for the commercial sector to come into line with the municipal waste sector. 
 Therefore the proposed secondary legislation within the RPP is largely redundant depending on the outcomes of 
the actions in the Zero Waste Plan and whether it produces the anticipated results. 
 
Does the draft report include proposals or policies that you would like to see removed or changed? 
Much of what is proposed within the text of the document has yet to e consulted upon through the Zero Waste 
Plan. Therefore it would seem appropriate to suggest that the Zero Waste Plan and Landfill Bans waste policies 
in Table 15 be identified as proposals rather than policies until the details and scope of any regulations are 
agreed. These could then be identified as policies in subsequent versions of draft RPPs once the detail of the 
regulations has been resolved.  
 
What are the barriers to delivery of the plans and proposals in the report and does the report give 
enough clarity as to how these will be overcome? 
The timescales are very tight particularly if the waste policies and proposals presented require councils to spend 
money on both the construction of infrastructure and taxation for landfill disposal. This could delay the timescales 
identified in this chapter. Both public and private funding/borrowing has been constrained recently and had a 
resulting impact on the pace of delivery of infrastructure needed to achieve emissions abatement in the waste 
sector. Reductions in public sector funding may also lead to delays in implementation. 
 
There is a need to ensure that planning legislation is examined to ensure that unnecessary barriers are removed. 
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Does the RPP instil confidence that Scotland can hit its ambitious emissions reduction targets? 
It is felt that the targets contained within the Zero Waste Plan are ambitious enough and currently Scotland is 
already behind existing targets and unlikely to reach the 40% recycling target by the end of 2010. There is little 
confidence that this sector will achieve the overall targets set. Other sectors may benefit from more focus and 
lead to greater results. 
 
What are your views on the costings element of the draft report? 
It is very difficult to say whether the costings are accurate or not. The landfill tax escalator is planned to go up to 
£80 per tonne by 2014 and beyond this it is not yet clear. The development of markets for all the materials that 
will be required to be diverted from landfill are not fully established and the income/costs will vary depending 
upon supply and demand. 
 
RURAL LAND USE 
 
Are there any proposals or policies that are not included which should be? 
The Highland Council is surprised that there is no mention of the Government’s land reform agenda in this 
section given its direct link to the strategic direction and objective - vibrant, sustainable communities in urban and 
rural areas, with people connected to the land, enjoying it and taking an interest in its future. 
 
Again, it is surprising that there is no mention of crofting in the document given its international recognition as a 
form of land use that connects people to the land. The work of the past decade surrounding the Scottish 
Government’s reform of crofting legislation provides evidence that crofting can offer a mechanism for delivery 
emissions reductions Decisions taken on the future of crofting would sit well within proposals and policies, and 
conversely lessons can be learned from crofting to help inform future direction. 
 
Climate Impacts are an important barrier to effective delivery of such proposals and links must be made to the 
Scottish Governments Work on Adaptation. Muir burn and forest fires together with soil erosion and drying of 
wetlands are all climate impacts that could lead to emissions release. This should be acknowledged within the 
policies and proposals and links made to the work underway to minimise such risks. 
 
Does the draft report include proposals or policies that you would like to see removed or changed? 
No, but it would be better to see greater certainty surrounding the abatement potential and longer term 
guarantees that forests will continue to sequester carbon in the future and there will not been a reversal of policy 
enabling forests to be harvested and burnt (for example for biofuel) without being replaced, so leading to net 
emissions increases. 
 
What are the barriers to delivery of the plans and proposals in the report and does the report give 
enough clarity as to how these will be overcome? 
As mentioned above, the impacts of climate change itself and weather events will be an important barrier and 
should be acknowledged. 
 
The lack of certainty surrounding much of the science behind carbon sequestration and land use, together with 
the interrelated and interdependent nature of rural land use make it difficult to predict the effects of changing 
practices.  
 
The voluntary nature of many of the proposals and the long timescales for land use sequestration make it difficult 
to presume that such abatements will be sustained in the long term and the results could easily be reversed 
beyond 2050. 
 
While recognising that there is scope to influence land use in terms of agriculture and forestry, it must be 
recognised that this is not possible in all contexts, particularly in terms of privately owned sporting estates. This 
has links to land reform issues and community ownership, which gives communities real power and control over 
how land is utilised. 
 
Does the RPP instil confidence that Scotland can hit its ambitious emissions reduction targets? 
The interdependencies of the land use issues and the many external factors influencing the level of emission 
savings mean that it is very difficult to quantify proposed savings. This makes it very difficult to ascertain the 
contribution this will make to emission reduction targets as contained in the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009. 
Many of the issues raised in this chapter are not finalised or their affects remain unclear and they may not be 
wholly within the control of the Scottish Government or financed by Scottish Government.  
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What are your views on the costings element of the draft report? 
Scottish policy must work within the bounds of the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), and this must be borne 
in mind in terms of the costing elements of the report. 
 
The rural land use section highlights that taxation has a fundamental influence on land use decisions, and 
emphasises that greater flexibility to define a fiscal regime for Scotland would help align taxation regimes with 
Scotland’s economic and environmental priorities. As such the report must continue to acknowledge that some 
decision making and funding decisions are out-with the control of the Scottish Government and this may have an 
impact upon some of the decisions that can be made in terms of reducing emissions in the rural land use sector. 
 
COMMUNITIES 
 
Are there any proposals or policies that are not included which should be? 
There is nothing in the policy package around schools, linking emissions reductions to the curriculum work or 
accreditation schemes such as eco-schools. There exists a great opportunity to reach communities and 
encourage action through better engagement with schools. Schools are an integral part of any community. The 
School buildings form the focal point for many community activities outside of school class time. Work done to 
reduce emissions in schools and the education of children in class will filter out into the community and back into 
the home, thus increasing emissions savings.  
Community Councils also play a key role in decision making at a local level and there exists opportunities to 
create policies or guidance encouraging them to act in a climate friendly manner (e.g. many Community Councils 
purchase and erect energy inefficient Christmas lights). 
 
Does the draft report include proposals or policies that you would like to see removed or changed? 
The section on Sustainable Places should make links with community hubs proposal within the transport section, 
paragraph 6.38.  
 
In the context of communities and homes the Sustainable Places paragraph makes the assumption that low 
carbon homes in rural areas are not as effective as those in urban areas due to the need to travel. Highland 
Council believes this assumption to be incorrect because: rural life offers different opportunities to reduce 
emissions through, for example, the growing of your own food or linking into local food networks or installing 
renewable energy technologies and selling excess energy back on to the grid; modern technology allows many 
people to work from home; Journeys taken in rural areas are often longer but no less time consuming as roads 
are not congested; people may be more willing to walk and cycle in quiet rural locations than busy and dangerous 
urban roads and junctions, demonstrated by the fact that Highland has the highest cycle to school figures in all of 
Scotland (3 x the national average).  
 
The Council strongly believes that Policies and proposals should be supportive of rural communities already 
isolated and suffering lack of investment and infrastructure. 
 
The text within paragraph 4.42 also does not make clear that energy use on the home is by far the greatest 
contributor to domestic emissions and as such, even using a car alongside a low carbon home would make a 
considerable difference. If further clarity cannot be given to this section then it should be removed.  
 
While it is accepted that the Climate Challenge Fund (CCF) has come to an end it should only be included within 
the proposals if there is an intention to continue its roll out and put mechanisms in place to sustain the existing 
projects set up as a result of funding. A link the CCF page is given within the document but no further clarity is 
given when following the link. If there is no further clarity at the time of publishing the final document then this 
should be removed. 
 
What are the barriers to delivery of the plans and proposals in the report and does the report give 
enough clarity as to how these will be overcome? 
Whilst encouragement and incentives are useful in terms of improving energy efficiency there are various issues 
surrounding such actions. For instance encouragement does not guarantee energy efficient behaviour will 
actually take place. Likewise while promoting the uptake of energy efficiency measures may be beneficial it is 
difficult to measure what is actually done, and any reductions that do occur. 
 
A key barrier is lack of funding available for local community groups to take action. For instance funding along 
similar lines to the climate challenge fund would be useful and beneficial as many projects under way in 
communities were a result of the initial climate challenge funding and due to come to an end in 2011. 
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Does the RPP instil confidence that Scotland can hit its ambitious emissions reduction targets? 
The Homes and Communities section also encourages the transfer of greater regulatory powers to Scotland to 
ensure that energy policy and regulations are better aligned to deliver the annual emissions targets. Given the 
current situation where much of this regulation is reserved, this calls into question the viability and achievability of 
the targets if the regulatory powers are out-with the control of the Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government. 
 
 


